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with a little
help from
their friends

Dr. Frank Curry, SF Director of Public Health,
Dr. Nathan Smith, NEW, Special Assistant for Nutrition Programs, and
Dr. Miriam Gould, Member of United Health Alliance
Last March the freshman medical class
made campus and city history by sponsoring a
fund raising campaign that netted over 10,000
dollars and began a food supplement program
which had been stalled in the city's bureaucratic web for over a year.
The money was enough to sponsor 3,000
prescriptions for high nutrient food to be

Dr. Thomas Shaheen, S.F. Superintendent of Public
Schools and Herb Brosbee, (Med. II), Volunteer
Coordinator, Food Supplement. Program

given tojaregnant women, women who'd had a
child wfmin a year and children under the age
of 6. The recipientws were drawn from low
income groups within San Francisco who
/ were malnourished or in danger of becoming
so.
During the months after the fund raising
drive members of the class went into the communities and helped organize food supplement distribution centers. By June food was
being distributed to people living in Chinatown, South Park, South of Market, Western
Addition, Haight Ashbury, Potrero Hill, Mission, Hunters Point and to the Indians
through the American Indian Center.

Much to their dismay the students discovered that they (and the public health de-

partment) had under estimated the number of
women and children endangered by malnutrition. Over 10,000 more prescriptions were
needed. This entailed, naturally, more money.
Now the astute reader may question just
where this money was going to and just exactly what kind of food the people were getting.
The food was given free by the United States
Department of Agriculture and was mainly
canned goods, i.e. canned milk, canned vegetables, canned fruit juices, canned turkey, etc.
Well if the food is donated why the need for
money?
It seems the contract for bringing this much
needed food to San Francisco is in the hands of
the California Department of Education,
Bureau of Surplus Properties and that their
San Leandro ware house "charged for ware-

,

continued on back page

regent norton simon charges that
irvine plan violates 1960 agreementBy Suellen

-

Bilow

If the UC Board of Regents adopts the proposed City of Irvine plan for land annexation
and development around the UC campus at
Irvine, conditions could be similar to those in
Isla Vista and Berkeley, Regent Norton Simon stated last Monday.
Speaking at a special press conference in
Los Angeles on October 5, Simon charged that
the Irvine Company Plan (currently being
considered by the Board of Regents) for a
acre city annexation to the Irvine campus:
�Is in violation of the July 22,1960 agreement (for a 10,000 acre university city) between the Irvine Company and the University
ofCalifornia Board of Regents.
•That this violation could bring about a
$43,000,000 calculated probably unjust enrichment of the Irvine Company.
�That the Irvine Plan has no provisions for
student housing and may actually create slum

*

conditions in other areas outside the proposed
annexation.
In a separate news conference Raymond L.
Watson, executive vice president of the Irvine
Company, said, "we categorically deny everything that he has said on the subject of the
Irvine plan that casts doubt on this company's

integrity..."

"tf people can show it's a bad idea we've advocated," Watson added, "we'll back offfrom it! »
The complex Irvine issue came to public
notice during the July and September regents
meetings held here in San Francisco at the UC
Extension Center. Simon claimed at that time
"there are too many people here who have
been caught with their fingers in the cookie *
jar."
On Monday Simon announced that he has
independently gathered and will send to the
Regents significant documents that will impel

I continued/page 4
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most college students
support confrontation
BERKELEY—(CPS)—
College students accept the
use of confrontation tactics'
and reject the methods used

Senator McGovern from South Dakota, will be speaking at the Medical Center October 20. He will speak at
noon in the Millberry Union gym and the topic of his
speech will be "Health Care and National Priorities."

by campus and civil authorities to quell student protests,
according to a survey released by a research team at
the Center for Research and
Higher
in
Development
Education located at the
University of California at
Berkeley.
The survey of 1,452 college
seniors was conducted on ten
campuses selected to represent different institutions by
nature of size, geographic
location, state or private control, economic background
of the student body, Most of
the students were white middle-class men and women
with above average academic records who graduated last
spring and summer.
When asked if they believed that some form of confrontation "is necessary and
effective" in~ changftigytlre
nation's social and political
direction only one percent
concluded that confrontation was unnecessary. Nineteen percent supported Only
some form of "peaceful petitioning." Fifty-two percent
felt that "non-violent mass
protest is the only feasible
way to persuade officials to
respect the will of the people." Nineteen percent answered that the "use of disruptive tactics and the dcs

poetry
nothing leads to the barbershop
like the mountain road
follows the river on a hum
with your head down
and no injuns
reported in the area

structibn of property is often
necessary to change the status quo." And nineteen percent stated that "although
some may get badly hurt,
actual physical confrontation and violence must at
times be resorted to in order
to affect social change."
•The survey also reported
that:
�Fifty percent of the seniors indicated they were or
"would have been" participants in Vietnam war protests and 36 percent indicated they would be in sympathy
with such protests.

�Seventy-three percent of

the seniors agreed that "basically, the U.S. is a racist society" and 17 percent disagreed.
�Fifty-six percent of the

seniors oppose suspension'of
dismissal of students "who
disrupt the normal functioning of the campus by protest
activities." Twenty-one per?
cent favor suspension of dis:
"'-■* "'•
missal.
'••'
�Despite the fact that none
of the schools involved in the
study had experienced the
massive use of police force, 46
percent of the seniors see the
police as instigators of violence and only 28 percen disagreed.
The research team was
unable to provide the names
of the schools involved in the
study under the terms of
their contracts with participating institutions.

richard ganci

books: the jesus factor
Shirley temple black
is surgery buff
"Mrs. Black—thatformer
childstar once known as Shirley Temple says she likes to
.watch doctors operate on
people. First surgery buff I
ever ran across. When she
was 14, she says, a young soldier asked her to be with him
while his leg was being amputated, so she held his hand
throughout the operation.
Since then, she reports she
has witnessed numerous performances in surgical theaters. What she likes best, she
says, are the gall bladder
operations, because the colors are so beautiful."

I

-from "The Grab Bag" by
L.M. Boyd, San Francisco

Chronicle, Sept. 27,1970.

Janis Joplin died this week. She was
only twenty-seven. She's missed. "Baby
"Ball and
it ain't fair, it ain't fair"
Chain".

-

The atomic bomb does not
work; it never did.
This is the assumption on
which Edwin Corley's new
novel, The Jesus Factor, is
based.
"Where do we start mistrusting history? If the people in office are lying to us,
why couldn't they have been
lying to us before? Can we
rely on history books anymore? Could we ever? You
know, there must have been
lots of Black cowboys andgood ones too", Corley said.
"In The Jesus Factor, the
characters are stuck with a" lie
,and are stuck with trying
to makeIt work. It's twentyfive years after World War
Edwin Corley
11; we are making bigger,
better bombs and weapons; it
really doesn't matter if they,
work or not because we don't
think the enemy bombs work
either.
"You see, it is so easy to
manipulate the public into
believing that there are Safe' and 'Seven Days in
such things as atomic bombs; May', it is hard to believe that
the public and the enemy can such weapons do not really
exist", Corley explained.
be shown films of what ap"The
revolves
story
pear to be atomic bomb blasts
U.S.
Senator.
He
a
around
but which are, in reality, only
from
Presicall
the
receives'a
and
films
army training films
dent who claims that the Japoffire-bombs.
anese
have discovered Amer"You know, when we see
in Japan and that
ican
ABM'S
adventure movies like 'Fail

they want them out. Wondering why the President has
called him about this matter,
the Senator and his wife
travel in search of the bomb;
they discover that therevis no
bomb and that all the countries have been spoofing each
other.
"It's also a love story",
Corley Explained. "The Senator has a great wife. She's a
real dame. She was a reporter
on the front lines and a successful columnist when she
met her husband; she gave it
all up to help her husband
search for the bomb and to
find out what really happened twenty-five years before."
Corley was a vice-presidentof one ofthe top advertising agencies in New York
City; but after the success of
his first novel, Siege, he quit
his job and started writing
The Jesus Factor.
When asked what "Jesus'
Factor" means, Corley replied, "If the top equipment
doesn't work, then that's the
'Jesus Factor'; if there is absolutely no chance that there
will be a failure, and the computers say go ahead, and
there is still an unexplained
failure,...thafs the 'Jesus i
Faciofh
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classical record reviews
by Gene Poon

Beethoven: Concerto No. 3 for Piano and Orchestra,
Op. 37. Bruno Leonardo Gelber, pianist; the New Philharmonia Orchestra, Ferdinand Leitner cond. Seraphim S-60130. $2.98.
"Inspired," or "definitive" are words used for various
among the many recordings of this work. For this account,
though, one can dono better than "workmanlike."
j Tempos are moderate; the piano playing is neat and uneccentric; and the record as a whole depicts conservatism and
good taste rather than any great insight. The only outstanding
element is the orchestral playing, delightfully clear in phrasing, with fine tone, especially in the woodwinds.
I
The price ofthis album places it in the lower-priced echelon
among classical recordings; but superlative performances
are available at low prices these days. In this particular work, I
would suggest as a better recommendation the Solomon reading (Seraphim S-60019), also low-priced.
My other favorites are not available at the present time as
single albums: Annie Fischer's fine performance on Heliodor
is out of print; the Barenboim-Klemperer, in many ways the
finest of.all, can be had only in a complete set of the concertos;
and the Fleisher-Szell is also deleted, but will soon be re-is\ sued on the Odyssey label.
Mahler: Symphony No. 1, "Titan"; London Symphony
Orchestra, Jascha Horenstein, cond. Nonesuch H-71240.
-jl
$2.98.
Mahler's First is a relatively early work among his output,
jln many ways it represents the young Mahler, still idealistic,
long before the nagging existentialist doubts that wracked his
mind later on.
At the time it was written, Mahler still had not achieved international fame; still in the future were his appointment as
director of the Imperial Opera in Vienna and the concomitant
renunciation ofhis Jewish faith (brought on by thelaw that the
man who held the post must be a Catholic), and the subsequently turbulent career which drove him to the point of collapse.
No, this First symphony is a different kind of work:. The first'
movement is a charming evocation of dawn and the daily
awakening of nature "Wie eih Naturlaut," it is labeled. The
scherzo is a vigorous, uninhibited movement, emphasizing
robustness and gaiety. The third movement, musical picture
based on a grotesquepainting ofa funeral in which the hunted
bear the corpse ofthe hunter, is in a way the most interesting of
all.
The main theme, a funeral march in the minor, is usually
thought to be based on the Catholic canon- "Frere Jacques."
Many musicologists believe that the time is instead from the
Yiddish folk-tune "Oifn Pripetchok"; indeed, the inherent
Jewishness of this movement is taken a step further by the
treatment ofa peculiar tune which the woodwinds play immediately following the funeral march: the high-pitched harmonies remind one of an old Jewish ceremonial band. The finale
consists ofa confused reaction to what has gone before, with a
raging vehemence followed by calm lyrical beauty, topped off
by a heroic, victorious climax in which all is resolved, and the
"Titan" emerges triumphant.
So much for this unique work. The confused reaction to the
name ofthe conductor might at this point be, "Who is Jascha
Horenstein?" The answer is that he is one ofthe most unjustly
neglected conductors of our time. At the beginning of the LP
era, he was recording for Vox. Among the fine records he
made for that company were the finest performances of Mahler's First and Ninth Symphonies ever committed to disc.
Years have passed, and though the sonics are now considered
dim at best, the twenty-year-old interpretations still are at the
very top ofthe currently long list of available releases.
In the meantime, though, Horenstein has been ignored by
the record companies; each seemed to have its own Mahler
specialist already: Decca-London with Georg Solti,
Emi Angel with Otto Klemperer, DGG with Rafael Kubelik
so that Horenstein's fame was limited to England, where
his frequent concert performances of Mahler and Bruckner
received great critical acclaim. Finally a small record company made a calculated gamble, signed Horenstein and arranged for the services of the excellent London Symphony
Orchestra. The results have been extraordinary: first a defini-'
tive release of Nielsen's Fifth Symphony, and now the very
best Mahler "Titan" ever available on a record.
The key to a successful Mahler First is that the conductor
must be able to follow all of the many instructions and markings in the immense score, and still must maintain a certain
naturalness and spontaneity. This was what set off the earlier
Horenstein among all of its competition; and this success is
still present in this new recording. In addition the dim monophonic sound of the earlier Vox release is now replaced by
modern up-to-date stereo which is likewise natural, comple-'
menting Mahler's thick textures without any blatantly jukeboxy effect.
To my mind this is-one ofthe most significant new records of
1970; but the British entrepreneurs responsible for it are not
through yet. Already they have taped a Mahler Symphony No.
»
3, due for imminent release here.
All in all, one shouldn't have to mention the price after all
this, but a glance will show that this disc has been placed in the
low-Driced category, which should be just an added incentive.
UPCOMING: A new development which will warm the
hearts of budget-strapped collectors is the re-issue of much of
Columbia's full-price catalogue on the low-price Odyssey label. Included are the Beethoven Symphonies conducted, by
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receives raves
at troubadour
Have you ever gone to a
new club to hear a group and
not expected anymore than a
mediocre evening that will
soon be forgotten? That's
what happened to the Synapse staff when they went to
Doug Weston's Troubadour
to hear Elton John.
What we expected and
what we received were two
completely different things.
The club's interior is.soon to

be changed from red velvet

hangings

and

tablecloths,

j which will be all for the bet-

ter, but what is really impressive about the club is the intimate atmosphere and the
menu.
The Troubadour is a supper club specializing in vegetarian and health food dishes.
During the later shows sandwitches and the best selection of beers, wines and juices
are served, all at a very rea-

< sonablecost.discounts

are ofStudent
fered and for the entertainent available it's all makes
for an enjoyable evening.
There are also plans for
expanding the Troubadour
into a ballroom, recording
studio, health foods store,
clothing store and leather
shop.
Elton John who has a new
album out on Uni, was such an
unexpected surprise that the
continually
audience
jumped up and gave standing
ovations and would not allow
Elton, his drummer Nigel
Olsson, or his bassist Dee
Murray, to leave without two

'

encores.
"Elton John", his album,
as been out in England for
well over five months now,
and it along with "Border
Song" have been receiving
unqualified raves.

This is his second album.
The first "Empty Sky" never
left Elton's native Britain
and also because, as a music
journal described it was, "too
good, 100 radical, too soon."
His music is so original and so
brillant it must be heard in
order to fully grasp this musician's magic.
Elton, who changed his
name from Rig Dwight, is
from
Pinner, Middlesex.
He's 23 and started performing publicly when he was
twelve after studying formally at the Royal Academy of
Music. Many classical influences can be noted in his
works.
Although Elton is backed
by "some of the best non-superstar session talents in
England" on his album, his
newly formed group (it was
unbelievable that they had
only been together three
outstanding.
months)
is
Every number had a unique
individual quality instrumentally, vocally and lyricallyThis weekend Comander
Cody and Dee Higgins are at
the Troubadour. Coming art-ists: Judy Mayham, Jerry
Jeff Walker and Gordon
Lightfoot.

Bruno Walter in the 1958-1959 stereo versions; Walter's
newest recordings of Mahler; and assorted goodies by the
Cleveland Orchestra under the late George Szell, including
the Beethoven Piano Concertos with the San Francisco pian-

ist Leon Fleisher as soloist.
Otto Klemperer hs taped several long-awaited performances for EMI and their issue should be imminent here on the
Angel label. Among them are the Bruckner Ninth Symphony,
the Schumann Third Symphony, and two of his own major
compositions. Planned for taping this fall are the Mahler
Symphony No. 8, and the completion of two full-length oper.as, Mozart's Cos! fan Tutte and Wagner's Die Walkure. Not
bad for an eighty-five year old!
The finest performance of the Sibelius Symphony No. 4
ever issued on record is now available in England on HMV.
Conducted by Sir John Barbirolli, it may soon be issued here
on Angel as a memorial to this fine musician, who died in London this August at 70.
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PRESIDENT'S COLUMN

regent norton
continued from frontpage
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ASUC Vice-President GaryHubiak

first year-revisited
Gary Hubiak, Vice-President, the ASUCSF

WITH THE FRESHMAN ofall schools arriving during the
past week, I couldn't help but flash back to when I was viewing
this place through their perspective. "Congratulations on
getting into
" a phrase heard so frequently that you become convinced you've accomplished a super human feat in
just getting accepted. A whole mass of individuals, each of
whom is accustomed to being tops in their school, are thrown
together, somehow knowing that they're now supposed to
feel professional and wondering when that feeling is going to
take hold.
Professional careers are difficult choices
made especially so by the near impossibility of knowing beforehand what
what the hell is dentistry like? What's
you're stepping into
it like to be an M.D.? a pharmacist? a nurse? a dental hygienist? a physical therapist? Can you really know before actually
being involved in the profession? The beginning of professional school is an important adjustment period — smooth for
some who blend into the established environment, rougher
for others.
IT'S EASY TO BE SO awed by this place that you actually
start to believe that it owns you, that it demands all your time
and energy just to keep pace with your professional studies.
Fall into this bag and you will become a very technically competent individual, but not a truly professional person.
This campus and the schools it encompasses have been likened to a pickle factory — a complex 2-4 year machine-like
maze that takes in a tremendous variety of ingredients, people with very diverse backgrounds, and manages to turn out
homogenized products that look, act and react amazingly
alike. If you freshmen are skeptical ofthese words (and maybe
you should be) all I ask is that you keep your eyes and ears
open, be aware of what's happening around you. Remember
that it's going to take positive action on your part to resist the
homogenizing effect of this U.C. campus. And by positive action I mean involvement, I mean taking the time to enrich
yourself both intellectually and culturally. If you don't make
the time, it'll never happen.
THERE REALLY are a variety of means of involving yourself outside of the confines of your profession — from yoga in
the evenings to dancing during noon hour. ASUC is one, and
only one, means of involvement — one means where you can
some influence overhow your education, your life on this
campus is being run.

—

—
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the Regents to take legal action against the
Irvine Company. Simon intends to request
this action at the October 16 meeting of the
Board of Regents.
To substantiate his charges Simon pointed
to excerpts from several documents which he
is sending to the Regents.
One such document, An Interview Package: New City Analysis, contains interviews
conducted at the request ofthe Orange County
Planning Committee. The first excerpt explains the effect Irvine will have on the area of
Santa Ana:
"Irvine will affect Santa Ana in three
main areas. The first is seen as residential
housing and loss of community leadership
in that the fact that Irvine makes no provision for low cost housing wjll 'intensify the
low income housing problem of Santa Ana
and Orange County. These people will be
trapped. Future students will not be able
to live in Irvine. This student population
may flow to the low. cost housing areas in
Santa Ana which would further intensify
the core problems."
Another document, First Phase Impact
Analysis—Proposed City of Irvine General
Plan, states that problems of race would be
greatly intensified by the proposed City of
Irvine General Plan:
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citizensal
By: John Hamer
College Press Service
Ever heard of Qui Tarn?
No, you can't get it at a Chinese restaurant.
And it's not a village in South Vietnam.
Qui Tarn is a venerable old legal principle
which allows you the individual citizen, to file
suit in the name of the government against
people who break certain laws, and then collect half ofthe fine for a conviction.
The idea has been getting a lot of attention
lately coupled with another crusty old law
called the Refuse Act of 1899, which forbids
anyone or any group from throwing pollutants into any navigable waters in the United
Statds without a permit.

Navigable Waters Defined
"Navigable waters" are defined as rivers,
lakes, streams, or their tributaries sufficient
to float a boat or log at high water.
Permits are issued by the U.S. Army Corps
of Engineers, but since the Corps has traditionally concerned itself chiefly with dredging, filling, and construction, relatively few
permits have ever been issued. And those who
have them (Mostly industries) often violate
permit provisions by dumping untreated discharges into the water.
What all this means is that now you can proceed directly to your local neighborhood industrial polluter, gather some information
and samples, and then file a suit which could
bring a fine of not more than $2,500 nor less
than $500 for each day of violation, of which
you get half. It could also get the polluter
thrown in jailfor not less than 30 days nor more
than 1 year, which is unlikely but nice to think
about.
Use ofthe 1899 Refuse Act and the Qui Tarn
concept have been strongly advocated recently by the House Subcommittee on Conservation and Natural Resources, led by its chairman, Rep. Henry Reuss (D-Wisc). Reuss himselfhas filed Qui Tarn actions against four polluting companies in Milwaukee
The Subcommittee
just completed a
report, "QUI TAM Actions and the 1899
Refuse Act: Citizen Lawsuits Against Polluters of the Nation's Waterways," which will be
released within two weeks and will be available from the U.S. Government Printing Office,
Washington D.C. 20402 for 15 cents. It tells
you exactly how to go about collecting evidence, filing suit, and cites impressive legal
precedent to help you win your case.
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i milii charges that
irvine plan violates 1960 agreement
nge County residents with 'small or

port does the Center become an area catering mainly to students without the mix of

able incomes would find shelter.in
ler urban oves. To the extent that the
ire black, brown and old, to that ex/ould their housing situation be filed, concentrated and polarized in
ler areas ofthe older communities of
>unty."
c authors ofthe plan state that they
ined the failings of suburban Ameril perceived a crisis ofthe spirit,' The
sal, on the other hand, contains no
lation whatsover as to who the peos expected to be who will be living in
what
lages of this new model city
what skills' and incomes and life
what color, or migrating from
:e." ...We need to have some idea as
o these future suburban villagers
: who will be enjoying the rich oppor>s to be provided with the aid ofpubtrols and funds. Just as importantly,
ed to know who will be precluded
njoyingthese opportunities."

other citizens? Does another Telegraph
Avenue as in Berkeley become another

possibility?"

"The Board of Regents, the Irvine
Company and the Board of Supervisors all
agreed that the Pereira Plan was a good
plan. If it was a good plan, why is the new
plan so much better for all concerned?
The optimization due to increased size of
greater environmental integrity and tax
economy claimed for the new plan needs

validation."

—

another report, received from a fifir planning commissioner of nearby
[ton Beach, raises more questions
ie proposed Irvine Plan. It asks:
lout the seat of government sup-

_

"The Irvine Company's right to develop their properties in a profitable way is
axiomatic. The responsibility to preserve
and enhance the tremendous investment
of the people of California in U.C.I, is
equally important."
Although the Irvine question seems far removed from other U.C. campuses, the can of
worms which Regent Simon openedthis
summer has far reaching effects. Some questions yet to be answered are:
-Is the Board of Regents and thus the
University of California involving itself in
partisan politics?

phot/sueln
-Would passage of the Irvine plan now
before the Board of Regents enrich the
Irvine Company? U so, would it be enriched by as much as $430,000,000 as Simon claims?
rWould any members ofthe UC Board of
Regents by nature of their private business interests also be enriched if the Irvine
Company becomes enriched by passage of
the Irvine plan?

lowed to prosecute water polluters
Other Actions
es the Reuss suits, two. other Qui Tarn
tiave been filed recently, one by a Seat•ney and the other by an organization
fishermen in Alabama. Many environrts- are hoping a lot more suits will be
sfall.
is a beautiful project for college stuid ecology groups," asserts Clem Dins;gal assistant of the Conservation and
Resources Subcommittee, who
research and prepare the report. "It's
Nay to go after polluters."
nore recommends that student
combine the talents of law schools and
departments to keep legal fees at a
m and quality of evidence at a maxiDetailed Statements
ally, once you find a polluter to attack,
suld prepare a detailed statement,
> 1 before a notary public, setting forth:
i nature of the refuse material dis-

»

ource and method of discharge;
ocation, name and address of the pertersons causing or contributing to the
date on which the discharge ocnames and addresses of all persons
0 you, including yourself, who saw or
ibout the discharges and could testify
lem if necessary;
itement that the discharge is not auby Corps permit, or, if a permit was
state facts showing that the alleged
is not complying with any condition of

,

nit;
c waterway into which the discharge
& is not commonly known as navigais a tributary to a navigable waterway,
:ts to show such status;
re possible, photographs should be

nd samples of the pollutant or foreign
:e collected in a clean jar which is then
These should be labeled with informa)wing who took the photograph or
where, and when, and how; and who
i custody of the film jar.
will be your basic ammunition in the
1 should be filed in a U.S. district court,
pparently have exclusive jurisdiction
and decide such suits. The Supreme
»s upheld Qui Tarn suits in the past on
5 that the citizen-informer has a finan-

cial interest in the fine and therefore can sue to
collect it.
Actually, the 1899 Refuse Act contains a
provision that suits against violators should
be filed by the government, and the U.S Attorneys should "vigorously prosecute all offenders." The U.S. Attorneys are also authorized
to seek injunctions to stop pollution of navigable waterways and to force the violators to
clean up, at their own expense.
However, recent actions by the Nixon Administration, through the Justice Department, have led many environmentalists to
question the likelihood that U.S. Attorneys
will fulfill their legal obligations under the
1899 law. This doubt has led to emphasis to Qui
Tarn.
Guidelines

In July, the Justice Department issued a
fascinating memorandum called "Guidelines
for Litigation Unddr the Refuse Act' and sent
it out to all U.S. Attorneys.
The prosecution policy statement encouraged U.S. Attorneys to use the 1899 law "to
punish or prevent significant discharges,
which are either accidental or infrequent, but
which are not of a continuing nature resulting
from the ordinary operations of a manufacturing plant."
The Justice Department, while acknowledging that industrial pollution posed "the
greatest threat to the environment," claimed
that the Nixon Administration was already
hard at work to stop large manufacturers from
polluting. Ghe Federal Water Quality Administration, Justice insisted, had set up "programs, policies and procedures" to which "we
shall defer with respect to the bringing of actions under the Refuse Act."
Assistant Attorney General Shiro Kashiwa
of the JSUSTICE Department's Land and
Natural Resources Division has stated that
"we can see no justification for allowing court
actions by individuals.""
In short, it seemed to some environmentalists that the Nixon Administration, deeply its
strong rhetoric, was hedging in favor of big
business and industrial interests.
Scathing Reactions

Reaction from many sides was immediate
and scathing:
—Stewart Udall, former Secretary of the
Interior, said, "Environmentalists who fear
that the Nixon Administration's anti- pollu-

tion drive may be half rhetoric, half promises
and half politics have found a strange new ally
The Justice Department is trying to prove
they are right."
—The conservation Foundation, a respected national group, stated, "Our basic difficulty—is with the underlying policy of the
(Justice Department's) Guidelines...The policy you articulate disregards the theory behind the Federal Water Pollution Control
Act; federal leverage is required to force
states to establish and implement water quali-

ty standards."

—And Henry Reuss, Wisconsin Congress-

man, complained that the Justice Depart-

ment's "limited enforcement" doctrine
"favors the polluter over the public's interest
in preventing the pollution of our waterways."
In a speech to the House, Reuss charged "ti>
tal abdication" by Justice of its "statutory
duty" to enforce the 1899 act. "The Attorney
General," Reuss said, "whose swam duty it is
to enforce law and order, is a scoff law where
water pollution is concerned."
And in a statement that turned one of the
Nixon Administration's favor *«» tactics back
on itself, Reuss declared: "The Justice Department is quite willing to enforce the law
against the occasional pollutor, but not
against the big corporate pollutors who continuously violate our pollution laws. It is this
type Of ragged enforcement that breeds contempt and disrespect for the law."
Keuss and the Subcommittee he heads have
also been active in forcing the Corps of Engineers to revise its regulations concerning issuance of permits. Perhaps surprisingly to
some, the Corps has shown great improvemnt
in the past few months, at least on paper. And
Reuss seems confident that they will vigorously enforce their new standards.
Difference of Opinion
The basic problem in the entire area of waterpollution law enforcement and prevention
seems to be the underlying difference of opinion between the Nixon Administration and
environmenal activists concerning individual citizen involvement. Activists want to
increase it; the Administration tries to decrease it.
With the widespread emergence of the Qui
Tarn concept, the conflict may be decided in
favor of environmentalists. Many believe this
will be a vital gain.
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health services
seminar

student a.m.a.

autism may be disease
of brain filter systems

Richard Bailey, D.8.A.,
will speak on "Group Practice and Physician Efficiency" on October 13 in HSE
332 at 4:00 p.m. The program is a Health Services
Seminar.

There will be a meeting of

,the Student AMA Wednesday, October 7 from 7:30 to 9

,
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p.m. in HSW 300. Elections
will be held and national, regional and local projects will
be discussed.
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Mrs. Edward Ritvo, Edward Ornitz, Peter Tanguay
and John C. M. Lee of the
Institute
Neuropsychiatry
have
demonstrated what
appears to bea lag in the development of these systems in
autistic children..
One of the filter systems
that may be involved is the
vestibular apparatus in the
inner ear, which helps conitral balance. Peculiar be' haviors
characteristic
of
! these children and responses
in experiments at UCLA indicate disturbances in this balancing apparatus. The experiments demonstrated that,
autistic youngsters had difficulty handling two types of
stimuli at once.
Sleep studies also suggest
other brain filter systems do.
not work properly in these
children. Responses tested
throughout the night indicatr
'ed that autistic children are
similar to infants rather than
normal children of their age
group. During a stageofsleep
-charactenzetTlry rajarTeye

,

i movements

*>***»****'*»mae9l*e****t%%**mß*wa**meMea%%mß^^

identified as a childhood disorder in 1943 there has been
much controversy concerning its nature and cause. It
has been labeled a genetic
disorder by some and a psychosis by others. Many different kinds of treatment have
been tried, and none., has
proven effective.

LOS ANGELES—Evidence that a mysterious disorder in children known as autism may be a disease of brain
filter systems has been reported by a UCLA research

and dreaming,

autistic children apparently
do not filter sounds as do
" normal children..
Since autism was first

;

The UCLA investigators
that children usually
diagnosed as autistic or with
schizophrenia
childhood
have distrubances in five related areas, which would
seem to indicate that autism
is
| the result of a central ner-~
ivous system disease. These
I are disturbances of developmental rate,
perception,
to other
motility,
relating
I
| human'beings, and of lan-

; noted

'

guage.

Autistic children develop
unevenly. They may not acquire skills until later than
expected and then lose them.
Perceptual inconstancy is
also characteristic of these
children. At one moment
they may be panicked by a
very soft noise and at another
oblivious to a loud noise.
j They may spend hours scrutinizing a little design while at
: other times walk into walls as
if they didn't see them. At one
time they will he sensitive to .
the slightest touch but ignore
a severe bump or cut at another.

at 7th Aye.
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candy sale nets
eop $500

Complimentary FMBBfI Service
at our New Sunset Salon

House of Viviane Woodard
Cosmetics
94 Judah Street, near 6th Avenue
for Appointment 10 sun-til 6 pjn.

Call
S

664-5420 ........
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Contact President, Kathryn J. Forbes, Ortho Clinic or
any CSEA member for further information.

ROUND TRIP

ONEWAY

LV. DEC. 20
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ROUND TRIP g

These flights are open to students, faculty, staff
employee* and their immediate family
SPRING A SUMMER PLIGHT SCHEDULES TO EUROPE
AVAILABLE ON REQUEST
FOR SCHEDULES. CALL OR WRITE
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The California State Employees Association (CSEA)
Chapter 50 held a candy sale
on September 8, 9, and 10 and
netted $500 for the Educational Opportunity Program.
CSEA is an organization
for university employees.
This organization represents
the state's civil service,
state college and university
employees. CSEA has more

than 110,000 members. Policy and programs are set by
CSEA's general council delegates, and a 27-member
board of directors are assigned to a paid staff of more
than 100 employees. CSEA
now has payroll deduction of
dues only $2.50 per month
automobile
insurance,
health insurance, life insurance all available by payroll

■

■

.
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death toll

in indochina

WASHINGTON—(CPS)—
—The overall death toll for
the Indochina war now
stands at 840,057, according
to the latest US Department
of Defense figures. American
lives lost in the Southeast
Asian conflict number 43,-622 "resulting from action
from hostile forces," and 8,-521 from other war-related

causes. Saigon government
casualties are listed at 114,-337 in addition to 4,072
deaths among US allied
troops. The Defense Dept.
claims that the North and
NLF have lost 670,505 soldiers since its death toll tabulation began in January,
1961, This figure does not include losses among Southeast Asian civilians and
numerous troops in Laos and
Cambodia.
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may activities
upset regents

graduate students meeting

By Al Staubus Commissioner on Regental
and Academic Affairs

On Sept. 17 & 18 the U.C. Regents met here
in San Francisco at U.C. Extension. A souce of
frustration among the Conservative Regents
was the lack of ability to define the term "political activity". There was no agreement on a
general definition ofthe term, and only partial
agreement on whether specific examples constituted "political activity". The many gray
areas included the use of University facilities-for bond issue campaigns, food programs,
anti-war activities', and voter registration.
Which were "public service activities" and
which were "political activities" seemed to
depend upon individual likes or dislikes.
Another source of frustration for the Con-,
servative Regents was the comparatively few
cases reported of explicit violation of policy,
and few instances of consequent disciplinary
action against individuals involved in activities last May. This was a result of the entire
campus community staff, faculty, administration, and students effectively supporting
each other.
In an attempt by the Regents to prevent a
reoccurance oflast May activities, new gui delines of policies and rules governing the University are being adopted. However, it is
President Hitch himself who states"...l want
very much to avoid the spread of a feeling or
belief that this University can be made to be
what it ought to be exclusively or even primarily by the issuance ofrules. The greatness of
the University depends on the quality and
dedication of its faculty and the excellence of
the work done by its students."

Painting

Doctor off Divinity
undmoKtiiMtkinil.

We are
with no

if Brake Service

ate.
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December 4.
December 8

December 9

.

BOX 4038, HOLLYWOOD, FLORIDA 33023.

DANCE .— "Classical Da4ices 'of India" dance demonstration by
MISS Mangala Srinivasan, noon, MU Lounge.

..
. ..

.

December 2

al ona of our working missionaries. We will tall you how.
tor tha Minister1!
donation
Enclose a fraa will
of
credentials and license. We also issue Doctor
Divinity Degrees. Ws are State Ohsrtered end your
ordination ii recognized in ell 60 states and most
foreign countries. FREE LIFE CHURCH-

4. Saak draft axamption

1355Fulton St. (near Divisadero)
Phone 567-1500

.
.
.
..

nop-ilructund tuth.

all othar ministarial tunctiom
3. Enjoy taduoad ratas from soma modal of
transportation,soma thaatars.Moras, ho till.

10% DISCOUNT ON ALL SERVICE FOR UC
STUDENTS, FACULTY & EMPLOYEES

December 1

•

traditional doctrine of dogma Our feet
Rowing church is actively seeking now mMotonl
who believe what wo believe; All men are entitled
to their own convictions; To look truth their own
w»y, whatever It rosy b«. no qusstionsasked. Asa
minuter of thachurch, you may:
I. Start your own church and apply <<" •"
amptlon from proparty and othar taxes.
1.Perform niarriagal. baptism, funerals and

Wheel Aligning and Balancing

FILM

— "PrivateLife of a Cat" noon, Med. Sci. Aud.

film "A Femme Marrie*' by Jean dc luc Godard, 7:30, Med. Sci:
Aud. Genl. $1.00, Students 75 cents.

—

LECTURE
"The Black Situation Today" by Carlton B. Goodlett, MD, PhD, publisher of "The Sun Reporter," noon, MU Aud.

. FILM — "Buddhism and Hinduism" noon, Med. Sci. Aud.

. FILM — "Steps of the Ballet: Sadler Wells" noon, Med. Sci. Aud.
December 23 .. FILM — "Child's Christmas? in Wales: Dylan Thomas" noonT
Med. Sci. Aud.
December 30 . . . FILM — "Poet's Eye" noon, Med. Sci. Aud.

to hire students

I__

The Student Placement i information on hiring a stuOffice is making its perrenial dent, please contact the Stuplea for student jobs, and dent Placement Unit, Room
campus departments will 62-U, 666-1407, as soon as
soon be receiving a memo possible.
describing how to list jobs
and how tofind students to fill
them.
This year, however, the
situation is more critical than
ever before. An article in the
last issue of Synapse explained how federal financial
aid
awards have been
slashed. This means that
many students who have so
far been able to survive on
loans, sholarships, gramc,
family contributions, etc.,
will now be forced to find
good jobs in order to stay in
school.
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EVERYBODY TALKS ABOUT THE
WHETHER...

- whether courses need
should
- curricula are
at UCSF
-

be graded or not

whetherfaculty

teach or merely lecture

adequate or exercises in tradition

whether

are professional and
whether students
responsible citizens or helpless charges
to be cared for and protected from ourselves.

A large percentage ofMedical Center student have always worked, and there have
always been more students
employment than
i seeking were
there
- suitable- jobs
available. Now, the Placement jobs in the face of universitywide budget cuts and
an increasingly gloomy general employment picture.

Isn't it time to do something?
We need help
■

The

BlG!**'

I

M

NOW PLAYING!

I

ASUC Commission on Teacher & Curriculum Evaluation
Brian Gould Chairman
Aria Cameron Co-chairman

NORTHERN

I

V

20*C 4Vpt'mH

EXCLUSIVE

especially desirable.

A limited number of needy
students are available on the
College Work-Study Program, which provides 80 percent of a student's salary for a
job with the university or
other non-profit agency. To
list a job, to supply information on possible jobs, or for

OrdaiiiedMiiiister

H & S auto reconstruction
Foreign Cat* Specialists

December 16

Placement Office
departments to conall
urges
sider hiring a student for any
jobrequiring up to 20 hours a
week. Jobs with flexible
hours or which can be done at
night and on weekends, are

Wo WantYou To Join Our Church

And Havo Tho Rank Of

--

departments urged

students are urged to come
and participate. The meeting
will be followed by a "Happy
Hour" (5-7 p.m.) in the Faculty Lounge of Millberry Union.

The Graduate Students
Association of U.C.S.F. will
hold the general meeting of
the fall quarter, 1970, on Friday, October 16th at 4:00 p.m.
in Rm. 214-S. All graduate

Millberry Union 249

CALIFORNIA
PREMIERE
RESERVED SEATS AT
BOX OFFICE OR BY MAIL I

.
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with a little help
housing and transportion fees. In other
words, no money no free food, (highway rob-

-
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jobs offered
through student
placement office

t continued from frontpage

least he was amazed. A federal program which
no one ever expected to be very successful was
being successfully run entirely through
community volunteers. Coipmunity volunteers pick up the food each month at the San
Francisco warehouse (2027 Sutter St.) and
bring it to their respective communities.
There the volunteers package the food into
certain prescribed packages and then distribute it to their needy neighbors. Dr. Smith said
he would report what he saw to the Secretary
of Agriculture and investigate federal avenues of funding.
Perhaps Washington will find the needed
funds to feed the""San Franciscan women and
children. Perhaps not. Perhaps the United
Crusade will adopt the food supplement program and ransom the food. Perhaps not. Only
one thing is certain. The community doctors
and public health personel continue to issue
prescriptions. Hunger doesn't stop while
governments and organizations hold conferences.
By November 12,000 women and children
will be getting free food thanks to the medical
students and community volunteers who
cared to get involved. By December the United Health Alliance will be out of funds and the
time for confrontation and crisis just might be
upon the city officials.
If you want to get involved NOW, to help in
any way possible, feel free. The number to call
is 567-2088.

bery anyone?)
Ofcourse you could really get indignant and
say there Oughta be a law against the state
charging for free federal food. To make story
complete a bill introduced by San Francisco's
Senator Moscone to make the free food free
died quietly in committee this past legislative session.
So while politicians argued as to who ought
to come up with the money and how, the students organized the communities into the
United Health Alliance. Each community has
one representative to the alliance and those
representatives decided in August to sponsor
an "Anti-Hunger Week" in San Francisco
and, in the meantime issue up to 12,000 prescriptions by November.
Anti-Hunger Week was held from Septembr 20th through the 26th and was successful. The San Francisco citizenry through TV,
radio, and newspaper coverage became
1aware that many of their fellow citizens were
malnourished. That food stamps and the
school lunch program also weren't working as
proposed came to light. In fact, the only viable
anti hunger program which was far exceeding
expectations was the community run food
supplement programs.
Dr. Nathan Smith, special assistant on nutrition to H.E.W., flew out from Washington to
inspect the situation first hand. To say the

'"

The Student Placement

Office is now open to incoming and continuing students

and their spouses for placement on jobs both on and off
campus. Both part time and
full time jobs are solicited
and accepted by the Unit, and
two Student Placement Interviewers are more than
willing to work on individual
student employment problems.
The Unit is making an attempt to find jobs which will
utilize the skills of health science students, but all types of
job's are listed and available.
The Placement Unit also
places students who are eligible for the College WorkStudy Program.
All students and their
spouses who are seeking
employment should contact
the Student Placement Unit
land fill out an application in
Room 62-U or call for infor.mation at 666-1407.

%^

Announcing America's first (and only)

hiking club
Pt. Reyes Seashore, Pinnacles National Rock Monument, Big Sur meadows
camping, Angel Island,,, Mt.
and
Diablo
Yosemite Falls, Half dome,
and Mt. Whitney were only
some ofthe places the Hiking
Club ventured to last year.
Hiking, Camping, Backpacking and general appreciation of nature are what the
Hiking Club is all about.
Anyone can join the hiking
community by contacting
Durai Krishnan 664-1737 or
ext. 2551.

W

vil

111

for life (or until

Any persons not able to
attend please contact either
Mike Roizen 731-9554 or
Dick Sanderson 221-4810.
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Must Sell $525 B. Gould 665-1509 or S-140.
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HOW MUCH CAN YOU SAVE
IN DOLLARS AND CENTS?
you
order
If
at the maximum discount of 81%,
then Ihe price you may have formerly paid for
only one book will now bring you up to five
books. Or, said another way: five $5.95 books.
originally published at $29.75, might now be purchased (provided you have a card) for as little as
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live. (See Footnote 2 below)
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squash club

Last year the A-B team finished second in its league
while the C-D team won the
city league. This year the
club plans on fielding three
teams in the city leagues, as
well as running a ladder tournament and handicap tour-

a.
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ss

The Squash Club will hold
its first meeting at 5 p.m.,
Thursday, October 15 in the
first floor Millberry Union
Lounge. The meeting's purpose is to organize the club in
order to plan for the San
Francisco league; to introduce players to one another
and begin the annual ladder
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